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Cold air pool with accumulated pollution, Grandeur Peak, Salt Lake City.

When Northern Utah valleys
fill with polluted air...
A weather phenomenon that
is referred to as an inversion,
or more accurately, a
persistent cold air pool, can
be commonplace during
Northern
Utah’s
winter.
Under conditions where
there is no storm activity
(with a high pressure system
aloft) and where the valleys
are blanketed in snow,
dense pools of cold air fill the
valleys and can become
stagnant. This sea of cold air
can sit on top of us, unrefreshed, for days or even
weeks. Nearly every form of
emission from combustion in
engines and home heating,
to solvents, and industrial
sources
contributes
to
polluting what we breathe in
this bowl of cold air.

Sometimes Utah's air is bad. Why?
The Wasatch and Uintah mountains make Utah
an exciting and beautiful place to live. They also
form bowls where, in certain winter weather
conditions, air is trapped and gradually fills with
emissions from our activities. We all contribute
to air pollution and can ultimately play a
significant role in solving this problem.
Where does our wintertime air pollution come from?
Secondary sources, PM 2.5
Primary or direct
sources of PM 2.5
Include soot
from wood fires,
older cars, and
diesel engines.

Particles form
secondarily when
products of combustion
(like nitrogen oxides or
NOx) and volatile organic
compounds (VOC’s; such
as odorous fumes from
different fuels and
solvents) combine with
other ingredients to form
tiny specks of grit that
become suspended in
our air.

Until a storm or
heavy winds
come through,
this particulate
matter can
continuously
accumulate,
making the air
too thick to see
even the nearest
mountain range.
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Particulate Pollution, PM2.5 & our health:
During Northern Utah’s winters, we are especially
concerned with particles that are 2.5 micrometers or
less (1/40th the diameter of a human hair).

Jared Campbell. Running up the west side in
a full respirator (NIOSH P100 rated).
This is his typical gear during times of high air
pollution.

These particles are small enough to evade the lung's
selective filters and can travel deep into the airways and
even access the bloodstream. Particulate pollution
affects our airways and can cause acute responses in
individuals with underlying respiratory illness such as
asthma. Studies also suggest that this form of pollutant
causes inflammation of blood vessels, which has been
linked to increased incidence of heart attacks during
episodes of unhealthy air.

Summertime: Ground Level Ozone
Depending on the season of the year, the pollution can be quite different. Ground level ozone or O3,
is the primary pollutant during the summer months when the sun is higher in the sky. Ozone
pollution, or Smog, is created when volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen oxides (Nox),
from combustion sources such as car exhaust, water heaters, and industrial turbines, combine under
UV rays of the sun. In most areas, ozone levels have a daily peak during the summer months from
between 12 PM and 6 PM. Ozone is not as visible as the pollution experienced during the winter
months, but it is irritating and corrosive to our airways.

What is our air quality like today?
Find out the concentration of PM2.5 (winter) or ground level
Ozone (summer) using the Utah Air App. This free phone app
provides up to date air quality information from DAQ
monitoring sensors around the state. *Available at the Google
Play Store and Apple's iTunes Store.

Let Utah policy makers know clean air matters to you!
Some combination of tax incentives, statutory rules, and state budget
appropriations come into play to induce shifts on a larger scale.
Please see Breathe Utah’s legislative session 2016 page for a summary analysis of bills for this year.
Your state-level representation in the Utah Senate and House of Representatives can be found here:
(http://le.utah.gov/GIS/findDistrict.jsp). They, as well as your City and County mayors and council
people, get far fewer respectful and well-reasoned correspondences than you might hope. A quick
but personal email can help our representative form of government work like it is supposed to work:
represent citizens’ needs.
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What can you do about Utah’s air?
Explore alternatives to fossil fuel combustion.
Combustion--burning fossil fuels and wood for their heat or ability to turn a motor--is a staple of
modern industrial society. Many may dream of a future powered entirely by the sun and wind--others
see that future as one without enough jobs. It is clear, however, that strategic and efficient use of
fossil resources is the best path out of our current, intolerable situation. Well-insulated buildings, fuel
efficient vehicles carrying multiple passengers, bicycles and pedestrians with safe paths, are all part
of a metropolis that minimizes the amount of pollution it creates.

When a lot of us do a little, it adds up to cleaner air.
Did you know that nearly 50% of our pollution problem comes from mobile sources: cars,
freight, and construction?
• Drive less if you can, carpool, bicycle or enjoy a book while letting a UTA bus or Trax driver get
you where you need to go.
• Idling gets you nowhere and costs money! Turn off your car after 10 seconds of idling and
restart.
• Cold engine starts pollute the most. Cars since 1971 are equipped with a catalytic converter that
converts poisonous pollution into harmless atmospheric gases, but it works best once your car
is warmed up so once you start your engine get moving. The newest, Tier III models have
emissions control systems placed closer to the engine block so they warm faster.
Wood burning.
§ Burning one log can be compared to driving your car to St. George and back! Be a good
neighbor and avoid wood burning. It pollutes our air and creates microenvironments with higher
levels of PM2.5 .
Saving energy costs less, burns less natural gas, and sends less NOx to the air.
• It’s worth pondering how much pollution could be saved by 1,000,000 thermostats being turned
down a little bit. UCAIR’s website gives the striking answer.

Cleaner air and ways to get where you need to go…

Utah Transit Authority: Bus, Trax, Front Runner.
http://www.rideuta.com/
What is Zimride at University of Utah?
Zimride is a fun and easy way to share the seats in your car or catch a ride.
With Zimride, you can find U of U friends, classmates, and coworkers going
the same way you are.
https://www.zimride.com/utah
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Make cleaner air contagious:
Share ideas & celebrate your efforts to clean our air!
When someone is able to make a positive lifestyle shift, it has the double impact of improving the air
directly and inspiring others to have a look at their own options. Please take the extra-rewarding step
of sharing your accomplishments with your peers, our elected officials, the news, or with a classroom
of school kids, so much the better (come volunteer with Breathe Utah to take the stage!). Never
underestimate the power of peer pressure.

Follow Breathe Utah on Facebook and Instagram.
•
•
•

Find up to date information on local, state and national air quality news and policy developments.
Post your clean air stories on our Facebook wall.
Create your own clean air action plan on the Breathe Utah website
(http://www.breatheutah.org/). A thought-out, rehearsed action plan for wintertime high-pressure
systems increases resilience to changing conditions.

When individuals take action…

Sometimes a community, like ultra runners’, with
an inspiring example, like Jared Campbell, can support the adoption of good ideas. After completing
his passive-solar house, installing dozens of kilowatts of solar panels, and becoming an early adopter
of an electric car, Jared Campbell started Running Up For Air (aka RUFA). This endurance challenge
is symbolic of the efforts we should all make to ensure we have clean air to breathe.
We are inspired by his commitment to the future. Breathe Utah has put proceeds from RUFA to work
to make an impact, educating 1000s of students in grades K-12 about how they can take the lead in
what needs doing. Breathe Utah also works hard to advance policies and transit options that will
have a lasting impact on air quality in our state. Photo (left): Jared flying down on lap number 5,
RUFA 2014.
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